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DISPLAY
Changing Focus from Large to Small
The display world has been obsessed with large displays, and with good reason. It is television that has
been providing plasma displays with their largest
market, and television that is to provide AMLCD
manufacturers with their third large application - in
addition to notebook PCs and desktop monitors - and
thus moderate the "crystal cycle" that has vexed the
industry for years.
The production of large-screen AMLCD TVs has required innovative development to improve picture quality and reduce cost, and has challenged manufacturing engineers to fabricate these high-quality displays on ever-larger pieces of
motherglass, also to reduce cost.
But while many were looking at large displays, a market for high-quality
small displays was evolving rapidly. "The market for small-sized active-matrix
LCDs will grow to 850 million units in 2008, up from 404 million units in
2004," wrote Vinita Jakhanwal in the iSuppli Market Watch of Sept. 27,2004.
Jakhanwal went on to say, "The market share of small-sized-LCD unit shipments accounted for by AMLCDs will rise to 26% by 2008, up from 14% in
2004. AMLCDs will account for 86% of the small-sized-LCD revenue in
2008."
In terms of unit shipments, mobile telephones are the largest application of
LCDs, and they are the third largest in terms of revenue. "The mobile-telephone-display market is expected to be larger than the much-ballyhooed LCDTV segment in 2004," Jakhanwal said.
With small displays being such a big business, and presenting significant
design and application challenges, it is not surprising that these displays have
attracted significant resources and engineering ingenuity. That is the subject of
much of this issue of Information Display.
In "Optimizing Small Displays," Sharp's Marshall Pinder surveys some of the
technologies used for the increasi ng integration of drivers and peripheral circuitry on high-quality LCDs for portable products that converge the fu nctions of
previously separate products.
David DeAgazio (Global Lighting Technologies) looks at some of the developments in backlighting for small LCDs, while Makoto Omodani looks at experimental indications of what leads to improved readability in electronic-paper
displays.
Emo Langendijk, Michie! Klompenhouwer, and Erik van der To! (Philips
Research Laboratories) explore ways to improve the color rendition of mobile
displays with color management, rather than hardware, approaches.
In his Guest Column, Jin Jang discusses the critical role cellular telephones
are playi ng in giving OLED displays their first high-volume shot at the display
market. In my review of Asia Display!IMID, the largest di splay event ever to be
held in Korea, small prototype and production displays also make their appearance.
Of course, large displays will continue to be a critical concern of the display
industry. We will return to them in future issues of Information Display.
For nearly 3 years, the distinguished technology journalist David Lieberman
has been writing the "Backlight" column for Information Display. This month' s
(continued on page 46)
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Mass Production of AMOLEDs: The
Analogy with AMLCDs
by Jin Jang

The development of active-matrix organic lightemitting-diode (AMOLED) displays has become
quite active recently, as was the case for AMLCDs
in the early 1990s. But only a small quantity of
AMOLEDs is being produced by SK Display, the
San yo-Kodak joint venture, and the retrenchment of Kodak 's and DuPont's
AMOLED efforts has been widely noted. Although this is disappointing to
those of us who are committed to AMOLED development, it is useful to view
the situation in an historical perspective.
The LCD Experience
In the mid-1980s, small AMLCDs for pocket TVs were produced in Japan.
These were the first TFT-LCD products. The manufacturing technologies
developed for this relatively low-volume application made it possible to develop
AMLCDs for notebook computers in the late 1980s and early 1990s.
The notebook LCD of the 1980s was a supertwisted-nematic (STN) device.
From 1990 to 1995, notebook TFT-LCDs were manufac tured, and they competed with STN-LCDs intensively. Finally, the TFT-LCD became the standard
notebook display, thanks to its high image quality and the efficient manufacturing processes that were successfully developed for it.
AMLCDs from 15 to 21 in. were actively developed from 1995 to 2000 for
PC monitors. In this arena, the AMLCD competed with the color data tube
(CDT) and gradually increased its market share, which exceeded 40% last year.
The years from 2000 to 2005 are proving to be a period of intensive development for AMLCD TV. For example, 55- and 57-in. LCD-TV prototypes were
developed recently by LG.Philips LCD and Samsung Electronics, respectively.
As a result of this development, the LCD TV will penetrate the TV market and
increase its market share over the next 10 years, despite competition from
plasma and projection displays.
From this brief LCD history, we learn that the penetration of a new display
device into existing markets takes a long time, but it happens if the technology
has merit and fulfills a commercial need.
The Path to Active-Matrix OLEDs
OLED technology was commercialized in 1997 by Tohoku Pioneer, but the
market was quite small until 2002. In 2003, the OLED market was about
US$300 million, thanks to its penetration of the market for mobile-telephone
sub-displays. The market will at least triple in 2004, with product coming
mainly from Korean, Japanese, and Taiwanese OLED companies.
Samsung SDI's success in the OLED business last year has provided substantial motivation for many small companies to start passive-matrix-OLED manufacturing in Korea, Taiwan, and China. This experience confm:ns the critical
importance of finding an appropriate application for a display technology,
especially in the early stages of manufacturing.
AMOLEDs have been studied extensively in recent years because the technology consumes less power and offers a longer lifetime than passive-matrix
continued on page 40
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Making the Most of Mobile Displays
New video-processing algorithms significantly improve the image quality
of typical mobile displays despite their limited color rendition.

by Emo Langendijk, Michiel Klompenhouwer, and Erik van der Tol

ERT

ABLE, battery-powered electronic
devices, such as mobile telephones and personal di gi tal ass istants (PDAs), have transformed business and personal li ves throughout
the world, enabling us to co mmunicate and
perform information tasks at any time and
anywhere. Designer must place man y constraints on the displays used in these devices.
however, in order to minimi ze weight, maximize battery life, and maintain competitive costs.
As a re ult, color saturation is often sacrificed in retu rn for better performance in other
areas. For example, the blue primary color in
organi c light-emitting di ode (OLEO) di splays
is typically not blue but cyan because of
cyan 's longer lifetime. For the liquid-crystal
displays (LCDs) used in portable device ,
sufficient brightness is obtained by applying
broadband color filters, which transmit more
light but also make the colors less saturated.
In mobile displays, the current trend toward
higher pixel densities, resulting in lower aperture ratios, wi ll further reduce color saturation
because the color filters must transmit even
more light.
In addition to this intrinsic limited color
rendition, variati ons in the di splay's primary
colors must be taken into consideration by

Erno Langendijk is a Color- Perception Scientist at Philips Research Laboratories, Prof
Holstlaan 4, NL-5656 AA Eindhoven, The
Nethe rlands; telephone +3 1-40-2 74 -5406,
fax +31-40-274-4675, e-mail: erno.langendijk
@philips.com. Michie[ Klompenhouwer, a
Video -Processing Scientist, and Erik van der
Tol, a Display-Architecture Scientist, are both
with Philips Research Laboratories.
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mobile-device manufacturers. ot only do
these colors differ in di splays from one sup-
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Fig. 1: The color primaries of three typica l mobile displays (see legend) are plotted on the
European Broadcast Union (EB U) standard's color triangle (gray line) drawn on the 1976 CIE
Uniform ChromaTicity Scale ( UCS) u ', v '-coordinate color space. Displays with primaries in the
solid ellipses have optimal color rendition. Those in the dashed and dotted ellipses have a color
rendition thm is acceptable to 75 and 50% of the viewers, respecTively. Those outside the dolled
ellipses have unacceptably unnatural color rendition.
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Fig. 2: A display that complies with the EBU
standard can reproduce all the colors in the
large triangle, but a ()pica! mobile display
can only reproduce the colors in the smaller
triangle. As a result, the colors outside the
smaller triangle cannot be shown on the
mobile display and have to be mapped to
another color within this triangle.

Color Gamut of Mobile Displays
A a result of these requirements and design
compromises, the primary colors - red, green,
and blue- of mobile displays are often different from tho e dictated by broadcasting standards, such as the European Broadcast Union
(EBU) standard (Fig. 1). 1 In LCDs, the primary colors are typically less aturated and
the blue primary color is shifted in hue. In

OLED display , all primaries differ in hue and
the blue primary color is also less saturated in
order to extend the lifetime. A representative
color upertwisted-nematic (CSTN) LCD
panel cover only 15% of the EBU color triangle in the 1976 CIE Uniform Chromaticity
Scale (UCS) u', v' -coordinate color space.
Thin-film-transi tor LCDs (TFT-LCDs) and
OLED displays are still well below 100%
coverage at 51 and 65 %, respectivel y. It
should also be noted that the u ual measure
of di play color gamut in terms of TSC percentage should be obsolete because the TSC
primaries are no longer used in practice. The
EBU standard- or the nearly identical JTURec 709 standard 2 - are much more useful.
The human eye wiJI accept limited deviation in a display's color primarie even without the application of additional color proce ing to the video signal. The primary-color
coordinates must fall within relatively small
area in order to optimally reproduce natural
images. Larger areas produce results acceptable to 75 % of users, and 50% of user wiJI
accept an even larger variation. Beyond these
limits, however, color rendition is completely
unnatural . For example, all three primaries
are unacceptable for mobile CST -LCDs.
The blue primary color is on the border of the
acceptable range and the red and green are
just within the boundaries, but still far from
optimal , for TFT-LCD and OLED displays.
Without additional color processing, the
colors on most portable displays look rather
pale and sometimes have incorrect hue. This

is because the colors that are reproduced cale
with the color of the primaries of the particular di play. For example, if all three display
color primaries have only 50% of the saturation of the EBU primaries, then the saturation
of all colors is reduced by a factor of two with
respect to the EBU standard. This effect
applies even to colors weJI within the display' s color gamut. Similarly, if the red
primary color is rotated 10° in hue, then all
reddish colors are rotated by I oo; in this case,
flesh tones will appear to be somewhat orange.

Color Correction and Color Management
The color rendition of such narrow-colorgamut mobile displays can be improved by
simply applying color processing to the
video signal to correct for the non-standard
primaries. The required color processing can
be di vided into two types : color-space conversion and color-gamut mapping.
Although a mobile display' s primary colors
have different hue and saturation than
required by the EBU tandard, there is an area
in the color pace in which the EBU 's and the
display's color gamut overlap and can- in
theory- be reproduced exactly. In a given
image, the pixel distribution will include
colors that fall within the color gamut of a
typical mobile display, while others will fall
outside (Fig. 2). In order to be correctly displayed, the in-gamut colors mu t be converted
from the source color space, such as that of
the EBU standard, to the color pace as determined by that particular display's primary

Fig. 3: Th e photograph on the left shows a f)picalmob ile-display image without color processing; 1he image looks rather pale. By simple color
processing, the photograph in the center shows improved colorfulness, but with visible clipping artifacts. Advanced color-gamut mapping shown
on the photograph on the right preserves the co/0/fu/ness while eliminating clipping artifacts.
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Fig. 4: This mobile AMLCD (240 x 320 pixels) shows an image wirhour color processing (rop)
and with Philips's LifePix.,., color-gamut mapping (bottom). Notice how pale the head of the
red parrot is without color processing, and notice also that no detail is lost when applying color
processing.
colors. This requires color-space con version,
which is a basic techrtique of color cience.
The colors outside a particular display'
color gamut cannot be reproduced. After
color-space conversion, they corre pond to
drive signals that exceed the dynarrtic range
of the di play, and therefore are clipped to the
border of the gamut. This can result in cli pping artifacts around contra ting edge and,
conseq uentl y, in a Joss of detail rendering.
Notice the center image's los of detail in the
head of the parrot (Fig. 3).
The accurate reproduction of colors in a
device with a lirrtited color gamut i known as
color-gamut mapping, and has been tudied in
depth by the printing industry. This has Jed
to the development of color-management
systems that aim to provide color reproduction
that i a consistent as possi ble acros different reproduction media, including printer and
di plays. The International Color Consortium
(ICC) has standardized the application of
14
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color-management sy terns. In color-gamut
mapping, the so-called rendering intent deterrrtines the behavior of the mapping. "Colorimetric rendering" aims at accurately reproducing colors inside the display 's color gamut
by appropriate color-space conversion, but
this lead to clipping artifacts as described
above. "Perceptual rendering" aims at reproducing the source colors uch that the result
is perceptually as close as possible to the original. Since this is not a trivial problem,
research into thi s topic is still very active.
Consequently there i no accurately defined
standard for perceptual rendering, which
leaves developers of mobile displays with an
unresolved is ue.
Moreover, methods that are common in
color-management systems are typically
unsuitable for application to mobile devices.
For example, mo t advanced mapping algorithms used in the printing industry operate in
perceptual color paces such as the CIELAB

or CIELUV spaces. The conver ion to the e
non-Linear spaces requires relatively complex
computations, and the mapping procedures
themselves are computational ly inten ive.
These methods are not suitable for the lowpower low-cost requirement of mobile devices.
everthele , the lirrtited color gamut of
mobile device should not be an excuse for
poor color rendition . Dedicated, efficient
video-processing algorithms for color-gamut
mapping can greatl y improve the color rendition of mobile displays.
Improving the color rendition of portable
di plays is more important in some market
segments than others. Users of smart phones
and multimedia devices typically are more
concerned about color rendition. In au erattitude survey, In-Stat found that next to
checking e-mail on cellular telephone , location ervices were one of the most important
applications, providing views of city maps
and photographs of local city attrac ti ons.
Bu y executives on the go prefer colorenhanced displays in their cellular telephones
because color provides maximum vi ibility at
normal ambient-light levels. In rrtid-range to
high-end market segments. in which multimedia applications are major purchase drivers,
consumers demand enhanced experiences that
require colors that more closely match reality.
In the mobile-device market, current applications for color and, in general, image processing are still not found at the device level ,
but can be fo und at the level of content or
network service providers. For example,
FujiFilm ' "Keitai Picture" and "Pixabase"
technologies are offered over the Internet.
The e services apply color correction by rerendering content at transrrtission time, taking
into account the end user' s specific portable
device. The disadvantage of this kind of ervice is it limited use by the end user. For
example, color correction is only provided for
downloaded images and there is consequently
no real-time processing of locally generated
content from a camera, graphical user interface (GUI), or other source. Another disadvantage is the inability of the hand et maker
or the end u er to tune the sening of the color
proce sing to correct for differences in the
display' characteristics within a certain
device model or even for personal preference.

More-Efficient Color-Gamut Mapping
In order to prevent clipping artifacts while
achieving good color reproduction, Philip

work because the colorfulness of an image
can be increased by increasing either the saturation or the brightness. Thus, increasing the
brightness of saturated colors can compensate
for the los in saturati on in narrower-colorgamut mobile displays.

Implementation
Portable applications require a cost-effective
and low-power implementation . Life Pi xTM
color processing works directly in the display ' s color space (ROB domain), so conver ion to other color spaces is not required,
whi ch makes th e system that much
simpler.
LifePix TM color processing can be implemented in various ways in a given device.
Because the algorithm takes the di play's
color coordinates as input parameters, a
hardware implementation in the di play
driver IC is a natural choice. Thi typicall y
results in an expected increase in average
power consumpti on, wh ich is negligible depending on there ol uti on, frame rate, and
color depth - when compared to the total
power consumption of the dri ver chip. The
system can also be implemented in a cellular
telephone' s compani on chip or application
engine, either in hardware or software.

Conclusions

Fig. 5: The AMLCDs used in the 240 x 320-pixelmobile display and a commercial
130 x 130-pixel mobile handset show images without color processing on rh e left-hand side of
the display and images with Philips 's LifePixn.• color-gamut mapping on the right-hand side.
The difference in flesh tones is easy 10 see.
cientists from three different areas of study
-color perception , video proce sing, and display architectures- collaborated to develop
LifePixTM color processing. This new method
of color-gamut mapping provides good color
rendition for any type of portable di splay and
is a cost-effective low-power solution (Figs. 4
and 5) .
The algorithm consists of four teps. The
fLrSt step reduces the brightness of aturated
colors in order to create room for the mapping
algorithm . The econd step reproduces all
the color inside the display' s color gam ut
with the correct hue and saturati on. The third
step in volves clipping of the pixels outside the
display's color gamut by adding a certain

amount of white. In the final step, pixels that
are too bright are reduced without altering the
saturation or hue. This concise mapping algorithm complement the display's characteristi cs without compromising performance or
changing the panel. Consequentl y, this mapping algorithm can be implemented on any
type of di splay.
The input pixels can be mapped to the color
gamut of a typical mobile display (Fig. 6).
The brightnes of the pixels within the display's color gamut slightly change towards
the edge of the gamut, while pixels outside the
display ' s color gamut are mapped o that they
sl ightl y increa e in brightne s in order to compensate for the inevitable loss in aturation. It

Because the primary color of most of
today' s portable di plays are not within
acceptab le ranges, these devices have rather
poor color rendition unless specific correcti ve
measures are taken . Advanced color processing by color-gamut mapping makes it possible
to reproduce natural colors on an y type of
mobile display. Thi color mapping provides
mobile-di play manufacturers with the opportunity to take a big step in accurate color
renditi on without altering the panel or sacrificing display brightness. Such color processing can give device a competiti ve advantage
in mart phone and multimedia applications.
This technology can be applied to portable
LCDs and OLED di play , deliveri ng optimum brightness and color rendition without
increasing power con umption. Ju t as
portable communi cations and computing
devices have transformed the way we work
and play, color processing holds the key to
maki ng those ex periences more effecti ve and
enjoyable, using the displays that already exist
in the marketplace.
InformaTion Display 12/04
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MAY22- 27, 2005
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Fig. 6: The larger colored volume represents the input color gamut (EBU standard) and the
smaller brightly colored volume represents the display 's color gamut in the CIELAB color
space. The white dotted lines are input pixels with constant hue and brightness and varying saturation. The red dotted lines are corresponding pixels processed by the color-gamut-mapping
algo rithm . Note that the red dotted lines decrease in brightness with increasing saturation until
they reach the border of the display 's color gamut, where they increase in brightness while
remaining at the border of the display gamut.

Note
1

See "E.B.U. Standard for Chromaticity
Tolerances for Studio Monitors," Tech. 3213E, August 1975.
2
The primaries defined by the International
Telecommunication Union (ITU) in Recommendation BT .709-5, which was approved in

April 2002, are very close to those defined
by the EBU. See http ://www.itu.i nt/rec/
recommendation.asp? type=items&lang=e&
parent=R-REC-BT.709-5-200204-I. Limited
free access can be obtained through the ITU '
Electronic Bookshop. •

Please send new product releases or
news items to Information Display,
c/o Palisades Convention Management,
411 Lafayette Street, 2nd Floor, New
York, NY 10003.
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Optimizing Small Displays
Converging devices, which combine the functions offormerly independent
products, represent the future of mobile electronic products and are
driving exciting technological developments in small displays.

by Marshall Pinder

CONVERGENCE is more than a marketing buzzword. Handheld multi-functional
devices, such as camera-equipped cellular
telephones, PDA/cellular-telephone combination devices, and portable media players are
rising in popularity, and their sales growth
confirms this. These products integrate into
one nicely portable unit having a broad set of
functions, such as high-quality graphics,
motion and still video, audio: camera, and
data-capture capabilities.
From a technology standpoint, these new
categories of convergent products will have
to meet expectations for display performance
that are much higher than they were for earlier
versions of each individual product. Consumers typically demand that these new
devices have a symmetrical viewing angle
of 160° or greater, viewability in ambient
light ranging from total darkness to 50,000
lux, and packaging capable of surviving common abuse, such as withstandi ng a drop of 4
ft. onto concrete. In addition, the newest generation of handheld devices demands a great
deal from display technology, particularly as
the devices become smaller, lighter, and thinner while still seeking to deliver superior
view ability and longer operating time.
Display manufacturers are well aware of
this trend and the display requirements of
Marshall Pinder is Senior Product Marketing
Manager of the Display Business Unit at
Sharp Microelectronics of the Americas, 5700
N. W. Pacific Rim Blvd. , Camas, WA 98607;
telephone 360/834-2500, fax 360/834-8903,
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these emerging devices. Rather than viewing
these challenges as a daunting and unwelcome
shift in the industry, display manufacturers are
working to take advantage of the tremendous
business opportunity that accompanies the
broadening distribution of these new device
categories.
"Feature telephones," for example, which
constitute the majority of cellular-telephone
upgrades, typically incorporate digital cameras
and color displays. They currently represent
more than one-quarter of all handsets shipped
-approximately 125 million units. Industry
analyst iSuppli Corp. recently predicted that
90% of the cellular-telephone market will be
driven by upgrade sales by 2008.
With millions of unit sales at stake for these
devices alone- and millions more for other
medical, consumer, and industrial devices that
increasingly use small color displays- the
race is heating up among display manufacturers to provide small-form-factor displays for
these feature-rich devices. Display manufacturers clearly understand that those companies
that consistently meet the demands for high
quality, power efficiency, and small footprint
-all at the best price point- will win the leadership race in small-form-factor-display sales.

New Technologies
It is clear that previous generations of display
technologies, such as amorphous-silicon
(a-Si) technology, cannot support the needs
of the newer handheld devices. While a-Si is
sufficient for some devices, the principal
drawback of an a-Si display is its inability to
full y interconnect with tape-automated-bond-
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ing (TAB) or chip-on-glass (COG) assembly
technologies. This interconnection is the element in an a-Si display that faces the greatest
fabrication challenges, since it only supports a
certain amount of current and can be made
only so small.
As engineers use electronics of finer and
finer pitch in their quest for higher display
resolution, the limited reliability of the interconnects becomes apparent. The higher current necessary to drive an a-Si backplane
requires more-robust bus bars for connection
to the source and gate electrodes, which limits
the amount their width can be reduced. The
inability to reduce the width of current-carrying elements eventually compromises the
aperture ratio and the consequent efficiency of
portable displays made with a-Si technology.
Leading display manufacturers have numerous initiatives under way to develop alternative device technologies and to bring to market display solutions that optimize power,
performance, viewability, and ruggedness.
These approaches include the development of
systems-on-glass, the investigation of new
display technologies, and creative ways of
integrating the display with the external components. Each of these approaches offers
unique opportunities for trimming the overall
footprint of an electronic device with converging feature sets while providing the necessary
functionality.

Integrating onto the Glass
In every new generation of handheld devices,
engineers have sought to reduce the footprint
of the device whi le increasing performance

,

•

Fig. 1: The liquid-crystal arrangement in a cell of Sharp's Super
Mobile display in the ON (light-conducting) state is shown. Light is
polari~ecl in all directions by liquid crystals arranged in a pinwheel
configuration, thus increasing the viewing angle to 160°.
and display resolution, which is currently up
to YGA format. Since a major co mponent in
most portable devices is the di play, manufacturer have tried to attain this goal by either
making incremen tal impro vements to current
display technology or by inve tigating new
ways of using ilicon proce s technology.
Changes to process technology now allow
manu fact urers to take the common circuit
elements from variations of a base product
(for example, drivers for di splays of variou
izes in a product range) and integrate those
functions onto the display panel. One manufacturer is integrating gate dri vers into a-Si
directl y onto the glass rather than mounting
them on the edge, while other have focu ed
their attention on low-temperature-polysilicon
(LTPS ) technology and Continuous Grain
Silicon (CG-Silicon), a next-generation tech nology developed jointly by Sharp Corp. and
Semiconductor Energy Laboratory Co. , Ltd. ,
Atsugi, Kanagawa, Japan.
The use of a ystem LCD based on COSilicon technology can achieve YGA resolution in a smal ler di play. This technology i
a fundamental proce s that allows panel circuitry to be integrated onto the glass substrate
at an integration level approaching that of
single-crystal-silicon technology. Unlike a-S i
and poly-Si technologies, the technologies
behind today 's thin-film-transistor liquidcrystal-di play (TFT-LCD) panels, CG-Silicon technology aligns its si licon grains with

Fig. 2: The typical arrangement of a twisted-nematic liquidcrystal cell in the ON (light-conducting) state is shown. Light is polari~ed in fewer directions by the liquid crystals, resulting in a much narrower viewing angle.

continuous atomic-level continuity at the
grain boundaries. This continuity permits
electrons to travel across the semiconductor
with a mobility of 300 cm 2N -sec, which is
approximately 600 times faster than that in
a-Si and approximately three times faster than
that in the best LTPS. 1
Since CG-Silicon wa introduced in 2002,
continual change in the CG-Silicon design
rule have enabled the developers to produce
smarter di plays and to add other process
capabilities. The first generation of this technology used 3-j..tm design rules and a maximum logic frequency of 3 MHz. This enabled
the developer to embed olid- tate drivers
into a 2-in.-diagonal YGA display for use in
mobile telephone .
Current generations of CG-Silicon displays
have moved to the 1.5-j..tm design rule and
upport a 5-MHz logic frequency. As a result,
analog amplifiers for the audio subsystem and
di play controller can now be added to the
driver circuit . ln addition, improvements
have been demonstrated that enhance di splay
resolution to 300 ppi. These improvements
include miniaturization technology to reduce
channel length to 2 j..lnl, adapting the color
filter and movi ng it to the array side of the
panel , and u ing spacers to control cell gap.
Third-generation improvements, possibly
beginning in late 2005 , will further enhance
electron mobility for product using 0.8-j..tm
design rule . These displays are likel y to

include more capabilities, uch a image senors and touch sensors, with related signal
conditioning and conversion on the same gla s
substrate.
Thi system LCD, or ystem-on-glass,
approach reduces the footprint of the di play
module whi le allowing more functions to be
incorporated on the panel. By doing this,
design engineers can reduce their design cycle
time because the motherboard de igns are
simplified and less costly. Un til all LCD electronics is integrated onto the glass . a " bridge
technology" must be in place. One approach
is to place peripheral components on a flex
circuit. not just on the glass cell , because it is
more co t effective to integrate the most common components there such a the graphics
driver and timing controller. A typical flex
ci rcuit can be hard-tooled in 6 weeks vs. 6
months to change the glass.
Another approach to system-on-glass i the
use of LTPS. Improvements in LTPS have
enabled the integration of components, such
as peripheral driver and control circuitry,
directly onto the LCD. A L TPS technology
has developed, commercial modules with
built-in SRAM and digital-to-analog converters (for cellular telephones and other device )
were introduced. Recently, prototypes of
LTPS LCDs with data-input functionality
have been constructed, which indicates
improved carrier mobility and better process
geometry for the technology.
lnfonnation Display 12/04
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Fig. 3: Sharp 's QCIF+ reference-design kit features a 2.2-in. LCD.

R&D for Alternative Technologies
Beyond the approaches to system-on-glass,
eli play manufacturers are investing in new
display technologies in the hope of improving
power consumption, response time , and resolution. These technologies include microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) and
organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs).
In recent years, MEMS have done exceptionally well in advanci ng very-low-power
device technology. The e display have a
cantilevered reflecti ve layer perched on top of
a post. Upon the application of an electric
field, the metalLic reflecti ve layer deforms and
snaps to a new bistable state, thus redirecting
incident light. MEMS does not require a
polarizer, which attenuates light, and makes
it an excellent technology for reflecti ve displays.
The other striking feature of this technol ogy
is that changed images on the display can be
tared for very long periods of time- days
and even months. Thus, the panel is "static''
and does not require continual refreshi ng.
20
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Essentially, zero power is con umed until the
static image is changed.
However, for li ve video, in which the
image are continuously changing, the MEMS
display draws more power than an LCD .
Also, achieving intermediate levels of gray
scale i not a easy on a pixel -by-pixel ba is
as it is for an LCD.
The other main drawback of MEMS displays i that since they are strictly reflective,
they cannot be used in a backlit mode. The
only way to view their image is via reflected
light, which means they require a frontlight
structure if the user intends to use them in
very dim ambient light. However, si nce frontlight have yet to be perfected, the image
quality of the display may not be as good as
that of backl it displays. Because of the
MEMS display ' s limitations in medium-tohi gh ambient-light-level environments, it ha
not yet been widely pursued for mobile displays.
OLED technology is a relatively new al ternati ve technology th at is proving popular.

OLEDs have intrinsic capabilities for making
a very thin display. They uniformly emit light
in a 180° viewi ng cone and have a response
time of less than l J.!Sec. Nevertheless,
OLEDs have poorer visibi lity than LCDs in
bright ambien t light because they are strictly
light emitter . For example, in an area with
an ambient-light level of 500 lux, typical of an
office, an OLED 's contra t i reduced to a
fifth or less of what it is in a dim environment.
OLEDs also have a ubstantially shorter overalllifetime than LCDs.
The luminous output of an OLED i
directly related to the current at whic h it is
dri ven. To meet the luminance requirements
of the mobile market, OLED manufacturers
have fo und it neces ary to u e LTPS backplanes rather than the more commonly available a-Si backplanes, which do not deli ver
enough drive current. For mobile displays of
QVGA format or les , MOS versions of
LTPS are more than adequ ate. For VGA or
greater, CMOS versions of LTPS mu t be
used.
Recent research performed by Royal
Philips Electronics2 has advanced OLED
technology. A layer has been added that
introduces a barrier to reduce hole injection,
increasing the quantum efficiency about 12%.
ot only does this increase the luminance of
both the yellow and blue emitters, but it also
make it pos ible to deal with contrast reduction that occur when transitioning from an
a-Si to an L TPS dri ver.

Incremental Improvements
Continual improvements in display technology are benefiting the converging electronicdevice market. The ongoing efforts to maximize pixel density, improve viewing angle,
and reduce power consumption play a large
role in ensuring that these devices will be
accepted by con umers.
To achieve higher pixel density, man y manufacturers have considered usi ng in-plane
swi tching (IPS), which ha been utilized for
some time. IPS utilizes tran ver e field covering greater di tances in the liquid-crystal
(LC) layer. Higher vo ltages are required to
produce an electric field suffic ient to cause
the LC molecules to respond.
Another approach is to use LC materi als
wi th lower vol tage thresholds or higher
dielectric constants which results in better
response to the e higher electric fields.
Unfortunately, LC materials incorporating

these properties tend to undergo a phase transition to an i otropic tate at temperature that
are lower than those for the LC material u ed
in conventional twi ted-nematic (T ) di plays. This results in lower legibility at
higher ambient temperatures- in the vicinity
of 40°C and above for some panels.
Compromises must be made either in
response time or in overall suitability for a
wide range of temperatures when IPS i used.
That i not the case with all LCD designs.
For in tance, Sharp's new category of LCD
called Super Mobile displays also have fa t
response times of 25 msec or Jess; in addition ,
they operate over a wider temperature range
(-l0°C to +60°C), which makes them well
suited for portable products that di play text
and till and moving images. The LC truelure of the cells (Fig. I) also give the e di plays a much wider viewing angle than in the
case ofT cells (Fig. 2).
One of the challenges in developing new
di play technologies for mobile devices is
how to backlight the display. In order to
make con umers feel comfortable, manufacturer try to provide them with di plays that
pre ent familiar visual and operating characteristic . Because the key to making a lowpower rugged display is the backlight, which
improve viewability but also consume more
power than any other component in the display module, design engineers also naturally
expend a great deal of effort in thi area of the
deign.
Recently, backlight technology started
moving from cold-cathode fluorescent tubes
(CCFTs) to white LEOs, with a significant
reduction in power consumption - on the
order of a factor of 3. A white LED by itself
is not a backlight. The backlight comprises
the light source, light guides, diffusers, and
special films to collect the light, distribute it
uniformly, and redirect it through the di play.
LED backlights offer other advantages as
well. They can be dimmed over a continuous
voltage range. As a result, when the display is
being used in the transflective mode (with
much of the light corning from ambient
source ), the current to the LED can be
decrea ed continuously as lighting conditions
allow. Additional advantage are that LEOs
do not have the electromagnetic-interference
(EMI) signature that CCFTs do, and they are
notably more rugged than CCFTs.
LED efficiency continues to improve
rapidly. Substantially more luminance can be

generated from the same number of LEOs
with today's technology than was pos ible
even a year ago. Since LEOs are binned
according to luminance, a high-brightness
component generally costs more. But newer
LEOs offer higher luminance at the same
power consumption a earlier models, so
fewer LEOs may be needed in a single panel,
thus reducing the bill of materials. In addition, these LEOs can be adjusted to reduce
luminance and power consumption. The
available choice allow engineers greater
options when deciding what components best
suit their needs.

them to develop a complete system-on-glass
and relying on continuous improvements in
established LCD technologie to provide them
with the revenue source needed to reinve t in
ongoing research.
A new generations of convergent products
emerge that allow user to view still images
and video, high-resolution color displays are
increa ingly becoming the norm for handheld
products (Fig. 4). As display manufacturer
continue to eek improvements in display

Next-Generation Designs
In today' competitive environment, OEMs
are pressured to reduce design cycles, lower
system costs. and speed time to market. Until
a full sy tern LCD is developed. display manufacturers can help OEM customers by providing easier integration between the display
and other components and by providing reference designs for complete system solutions.
One example of integrating components
into the display of converging devices is the
recent introduction of reference designs for
portable media player (PMPs) (Fig. 3).
PMPs are an emerging category of devices
that enable users to manage audio, image, and
video files on the go, giving them an alternative to the PC and the wired personal video
player (PYP).
Some of the e new reference designs apply
decode-only solutions and ARM-based system-on-chips (SoCs) for MPEG4 decoding
and advanced audio coding (AAC) audio.
The ARM-based SoCs allow PMPs to be connected directly to the display and have the
advantage of a known interface that is tuned
to obtain the optimum performance of 10
hour of audio and 4 hours of video from the
display, simultaneously lowering both costs
and power requirements. Further advances in
the e system solution are on the horizon as
display requirement increa e.

New Opportunities
Display manufacturer are investing heavily
to win the race for technological advantage in
resolution, power efficiency, and reduced
foo tprint for small-form-factor devices . Some
manufacturers are setting their sights on new
display technologies such as OLEOs and elastometrics. Other manufacturers are investigating new process technologie that will allow

Fig. 4: A camera-equipped mobile telephone
with a high-resolution color display, such as
th e Sharp XG28 with a CG-Silicon display, is
a prime example of a convergent device.
lnfonnation Display 12104
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resolution, bri ghtnes , and overall component
size, these improvements will achieve
increased revenue for the entire suppl y chain,
greater overall product fu nctionality, and
better user experiences.
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Backlights for Small Displays
Backlight manufacturers are responding to the demands oftoday's
small-display OEMs with higher efficiency, better uniformity, and
lower cost - all of which require clever optical technology.

by David DeAgazio

THE

INCREASING CAPABILITIES
of small displays depend on the improving
performance of backlight units (BLUs) and
will also determine the direction in which
BLUs evolve. One example of the current
status of mall liquid-crystal displays (LCD )
is the 2.0-in.-di agonallight-emitting-diode
(LED) backlit gray-scale LCD used in Apple
Computer' 5.6-ounce iPod MP3 player. The
increasing demand for portability i driving
the market for such products, and Apple ha
introduced a newer mini-iPod with an LCD
of only 1.67 in. , illuminated by a blue-white
LED backlight.
Music players are just one application.
Small di plays- classified as those with a
2.5-in .-diagonal screen size or le -are also
found in third-generation cellular telephone ,
PDAs, portable DVD players, digital camera
and camcorders, thermostat , gaming devices,
appliances, and tiny microdisplays used in
viewfinder for digital still cameras and
camcorder.
Manufacturers of backlights for supertwisted-nematic LCDs (ST -LCDs) and thinfilm-transistor LCDs (TFT-LCD ) have to
address the need for increasingly maller di plays in devices that offer more functionality
and integrated capabilitie , including fullcolor still and moving images, Internet and
e-mail acce s, games, and even TV. Heat
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buildup, power con urnption, and co ts have
to be kept down, while the bar is continually

being rai ed on brightness, color and luminance uni formity, thinness, and efficiency.
Backlighting manufacturer are being asked
to do more in smaller form factor with fewer
component , often in high volumes.

Utilizing Advanced LEDs
Today ' s state-of-the-art LEOs have come a
long way in terms of offering higher bright-

ness in a smaller package, and ongoing
advance in LED technology are enabling
LCD-backlight manufacturer to better meet
the ever-increasing challenges posed by the
small displays used in portable and handheld
products. These LEOs are available in a
broad range of colors, including white, green ,
blue, red, orange-red, and amber. And they
are small and getting smaller. Today, the
thinnest production LEOs are about 0.8 nun
high ; in the near term, more-compact packag-

Molded _Light Extraction Backligtiting
Technology
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Fig. 1: Comparison of molded light-extraction backlighting technologies.
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ing will bring that height down to about 0.6
mrn. Within 12 months or so, we may see
producti on LEOs that are onl y 0.4 mrn hi gh.
This i signi fican t ince, in many ways, LED
height is the limiting factor in manufacturing
thinner backli ght for mall hand-held
product .

Acceptance Angle

'

/

Molded Light Extraction
The third-generation cellular telephone is a
good example of a device th at provides a wide
variety of fea tures for the user and pre ents a
major challenge to mall-display backlight
manu fac turers. Th ird-generati on cellulartelephone manufacturers demand hi gher
brightness. saturated color , ex treme th inness,
lower power consumption for longer battery
life. fewer components, and lower manufac turing costs. Co mpanies th at meet the e
demands are the ones th at get the contract ,
but how do they do it?
Today's high-performance white LEOs can
effecti ve ly and economically backli ght fullcolor displays in third-generation cellular
telephones, PDAs, or di gital cameras to the
brightne s level required, which wa not
po ible just a few years ago. A backl ighting
techn ology th at could reduce part count and
materi als co ts, and also take advantage of the
enhanced perfo rmance offered by the e
advanced LEOs. would be the ideal olution.
Several approaches are available. LED
arrays offer very high brightness and can be
used in small LCD backli ght . An LED array
con i t of a matrix of LED chip typicall y
mounted to an LCD's PC board. In an LCD
with a viewing area of, fo r example, 16 x 6 1
mm, as many as 36 LED chip may be
required. LED arrays tend to run hot, however, and are typically used onl y for the lessex pensive colors, such as yello w-green. so
they are not suitable for th e full- color hi ghre olution di splays in third-generati on cellular
telephones . White-LED arrays are available,
but they are ex pensive.
A better olution i provided by molded
light-extracti on techniques in combination
with LEOs because mechanical holding feature can be designed into the backli ght, permitting chip-on-glass (COG), chip-on-flex
(COF), or an entire display assembl y to be
convenientl y integrated into the customer'
end product. This can reduce the parts count
as well as assembl y and material co t .
There are a variety of light-extracti on technologies, incl uding printed, etched, stamper,

Light Guide

Printed , chemical
or laser etch

Printed, chemical or laser etched dots scatter light
in random directions

Acceptance Angle

'

'

Light Guide

Pixel-Based

Pixel-based light extraction optimizes angles to deliver light
within the acceptance angle of the optical system
Global Lighting Technologies, Inc.

Fig. 2: Colllparison of light extraction using differen t molded ligh t-guide methodologies.
V-groove. and pixel-baed techniques (Fig. 1).
All have their benefit , but let us focus on
comparing th e efficiency of molded lightex traction de ices u ing printed dots or laseror chemical-etched dot to that of a pixelbased molded light guide (Fig. 2).
A molded light-guide tec hnology using
pixel-based light ex traction provides the manufacturing effic iencies of the other LED-based
molded light-extracti on technologies shown in
Fig. I, but it also enables full control of six
key parameters: the ize of the indi vidual
MicroLens"' light-ex tracti on features, shape,
depth, pitch. density, and angle of rotati on. In
the increasingly ubiquitous fli p telephones
with du al di spl ay for example, the color
LCD on the inside and the monochrome LCD
on the outside can be illuminated by a single
molded light guide using a hi gh-brightness
white LED, effecti vely illuminating the outer
display without significantl y reducing the

brightness and lumi nance uni formity of the
main displ ay inside.
A pixel-based light-guide technology called
MicroLens"' technology, developed by Global
Lighting Technologies, Inc., makes it po sible
to use surface-mounted LEOs in thinner panels by coupl ing LEOs via a fl ex circuit. This
maxi mi zes effi ciency and provides a convenient plug-in unit (Fig. 3).

Brightness, Color, and Uniformity
The type of LEOs chosen, the number and
pacing of the LEOs, and the LED current
determine the brightness, luminance unifo rmity, and overall color uniformity. Demands
for high brightness and color uni fo rmity
aero s the LCD are being met by molded
light-extraction backli ghtin g technology,
which can provide luminances as high as
10,000 nits with a uniformity as high a 9 1%.
In the cellular-telephone industry, a luminance
Information Display 12104
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Fig. 3: These whire-LED-based molded lighr guides are used to backlight rhird-generation
cellula r telephones.
uni fo rmity of 70% and hi gher is typ icall y considered acceptable fo r hi gh-volume-producti on programs.
In applications in which the smal l form fac tor limits space, light guides can incorporate
side-firing LEOs whi ch emit light paral lel to
the plane of the viewing area of the back li ght.
LED lifetime is typicall y rated at l 00,000
hours (time to half-brightness) for yellowgreens, reds, and ambers, and 20,000-50,000
hours for whites, greens, and blues.
In additi on to pos itioning light-ex traction
features on the bottom and edge of the light
guide, some manufac turers are now adding
such feature to the top surface of the light
guide. These "top shapes" can take the fo rm
of v-grooves or, in recent years, pixel-based
light extraction in the form of molded-in
lenses that have the ability to co ntrol luminance unifo rmity at every point across the
panel while providing a more-collimated
lighting system. The purpose of the top
shapes is twofold. Fir t, the shapes help to
redirect and collimate the light, so th at the
luminance of the bac kli ght is increased by
20- 30% in the viewi ng direction. Second, the
top shapes provide another means of improving the uniformity of the light emitted by the
bac kli ght. The additi on of top shapes does
add another level of complex ity to the design
and manu facture of the backli ght, but the
improvements in brightness and luminance
26
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uni fo rmi ty can be signi fican t, maki ng the
ex tra step worthwhile.
Techniques used to enhance brightness and
luminance uniformity include the use of lens
arrays- light-ex traction fea tures that are

located on the edge of the light guide in fro nt
of the LED. They help to prov ide a uni form
visual appearance despite a reducti on in the
number of ligh t sources by widening th e distribution angle of the LED and minimizi ng the
hot spots that can occur when an LED is too
close to the viewing area. The use of lens
arrays permits the number of LEOs to be
reduced while maintaining uniform backlight
emission. Thi s enables cost, space, component. and power savings.
White-LED backl ights have provided hi gh
brightness fo r monochrome LCDs and are
now widely used for color LCDs. White
LEOs are typically not full-spectrum light
sources - most have minimal output in the red
region. Emerging LED technologies, such as
UV LEOs, are expected to address this issue.
How they do so is interesting, and it may not
be immediately obvious.
Main tream "white" LEOs are actuall y blue
LEOs with a yellow/amber phosphor; when
the colors are mi xed, they yield a whitish
light. There is a problem, however. with color
consistency beca use of the intensity of the
blue LED and the phosphor itself. UV LEOs
would more properly be called violet LEOs
because the center of thei r emission is at
405 nm, just above the 400 nm of UV, and

Global Lighting Technologies, Inc.

Fig. 4: This MicroLens""' molded light guide can be embedded with a uniformly illuminated
company logo consisting of virtually any text or image.

Global Lighting Technologies, Inc.

Fig. 5: Most of the electronic viewfinders
(EVFs) in digital still cameras are veJ)' small
LCDs, which make substantial demands on
the backlights that illuminate them.
they are still ju t barely visible. Because the
output of the violet LED i barely visible,
LED-to-LED ariation is very small, and
vi Jtuall y all of the visible light i emitted by
an RGB phosphor which is highly stable,
highly controllable, and producible in very
large batches, in addition to it excellent color
consistency . It i also possible to tweak the
phosphor to '·spike" the red or blue content to
adjust the color temperature.
But even today. high-performance LEDs,
combined with the new high-efficiency
molded light-extraction technologies. have
evolved to the point at which they can backlight color displays in devices such as cellular
telephones, PDA , and digital cameras at
brightnes level not possible a recently as a
year ago. For example, molded light guides
utilizing three white LEDs that can produce a
luminance of 6300 nits are now available.

Extra Features
Display manufacturers are always looking for
ways to add extra features to their backlighting without adding an extra manufacturing

Global Lighting Technologies, Inc.

Fig. 6: These MicroLens'" molded lightguide backlights used in EVFs measure only
8 x 14 x 0.8 mm. The output area is 7 x 11
Ill/'ll.

step. That mean the backlighting technology
had better be versatile. A backlighting technology such as pixel -based molded light
guides offers the capability of embedding the
company's logo in the light guide, aving
OEMs the extra manufacturing tep of adding
an overlay and adhesive to illuminate the logo
on their products (Fig. 4 ). It is an efficient
way to help customers increase brand recognition while retaining the existing backlight.

Getting Really Small
Another industry development that poses new
challenges for backlight manufacturers is
microdisplays for handheld devices, such as
tho e used in the electronic viewfinders
(EVFs) of newer digital cameras and camcorders (Fig. 5). Because of parallax error.
the conventional optical viewfinder used in
uch product does not pe1mit the viewer to
capture the exact frame shown in the lens; this
effect is called framing inaccuracy. Alternatively, the user could look at the LCD in the
camera, but that would shonen battery life,
and the reduced contrast when viewing the
display in bright unlight would make it difficult to follow moving images. The newer.
more-sophisticated camera and camcorder
models incorporate EYFs that function like
the LCD and show in real time what is projected onto the sensor by the lens (Fig. 5) .
The EVF is an LCD, a very tiny one about
half the ize of a thumbnail and typically
measuring 0.5 in. diagonally. with 235,000
pixels. A lens placed in front of the LCD
enables more accurate framing of the shot and
elimi nates parallax error.
Development uch as EVF po e both an
opponunity and a challenge for the companie
producing backlights for the tiny LCDs
(Fig. 6). The forrn factor is very small; the
LCD is only a few millimeters thick. The
challenge is to achieve the nece ary brightne and resolution because the e LCDs have
a high density of small pixels. As a result. a
relatively small percentage of each pixel ' s
area is able to tran mit light, and the overall
display has relatively low light transmission.
What EVF de igners need is a very bright.
highly efficient backlight with uniform emission. illuminated by just one super-bright
white LED. Current production EYF backlights produce approximately 5000-8000 nits,
using one brightne -enhancement film (BEF)
and one LED; de igners have a ked for at
least a doubling of these number . By adding

a second BEF, the range can be increa ed to

7500-12,000 nit . Reaching a level of
10,000-16,000 nit requires two BEFs and the
use of a pixel-based light guide.
An obviou . and effective, solution would
be to backlight the LCD with a ingle superbright white LED hining through a diffu er
film on the back of the LCD - a "light box"
type of approach. The problem is that direct
lighting from an LED requires more room ,
which i not available in this application. At
present, the best solution i to u e edge-lit
molded light guides instead of direct illumination. Of course, if an edge-lit light guide is
used, it must be highly efficient, bright, and
very uniform.
What levels of efficiency are we talking
about? Today, the overall efficiency of a
production EYF backlight is typically in the
range of 130- 150 nits/mW. With exactly the
ame construction and the ame LED, the
addition of one BEF would increase the effi ciency to approximately 190-220 nits/mW.
With the addition of the latest pixel-based
light-extraction techniques, and with the same
construction (BEFs, LED, tray , etc.), it is
now pos ible to achieve 16.000-20,000 nits,
with backlight efficiencie in the range of 240
nit /mW.
Meeting the ever-greater demands of the
makers of today' s small color displays
requires backlighting manufacturers to continually adapt. customize. and improve their
technologies to keep pace. To be ucce sful,
the backlight manufacturers must develop
technologies that atisfy today ' s customer
needs and have the flexibility to be adapted to
handle future needs. •
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Expecting Readability
Pap er-like readability is the most urgent objective
of electronic paper - especially when there is no
electronic medium that provides comf ortable reading.

by Makoto Omodani

E
LECTRO IC PAPER has been promoted as a potential next-generation display.
Conceptually, at least, it combines the benefits
of hardcopy and electronic displays (Fig . 1).
But the present state of development of electronic paper is actually quite chaotic because
the expectations of the technologies in volved
di verge so widely.
The various expectations for electronic
paper can be summari zed as paper-like readability; paper-like compactness; and multifunctionality , unlike paper. It goes without
saying that less resource consumption is a
common expectation . Particular applications
have been linked with each of these expectations (Table 1). It is also important to clearly
indicate the properties that relate to each of
three key expectations .

the separation of display devices into two
types. Type A consists of displays that show
scenes wi th a great deal of motion and Type B
displays are for reading documents. Some of
the properties of these display types would, of
course, be different.
The de velopment of specialized Type B
display devices for reading documents is rare.

Expectations

Fig. 1: Electronic paper is intended to combine the benefits of hardcopy and electronic
displays.

Readability. We generall y hesitate before
reading long novels on a computer screen;
paper is the preferred medium. Paper-like
readability is the most urgent objecti ve of
electronic paper, especially when the absence
of an electronic medium th at can be read comfortably is taken into consideration. Tatsuo
Uchida of Tohoku University has proposed

~
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MuJti.functionaJ
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Electronic Paper

I

Table I. Three Expectations for Electronic Paper
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Readable
Compact

It has been widely assumed that display
devices with motion-picture capability are
automaticall y suitable for reading static documents, but this is not the case.
Compactness. Paper-like compactness has
long been a goal of display technologies.
Flexibility, a currently popular technique for
obtaining compactness, should be considered
in more detail. There are four grades of flexibility, each with its own merits and applications (Table 2).
The first grade, "elastic," offers a very
important benefit and is linked to many useful
applications, although elasticity is not ordinaril y regarded as a type of fle xibility. Nonfragile electronic paper will , for example,
enable the realization of electronic books that
provide paper-like ease of handling.
The fo urth grade, ·'folding," may seem
overly ambitious; it may in fact be much
more easi ly achieved in rigid displays with
smart hinges. The grade of flexibilit y
required should be carefull y tailored to suit
the application.

(b) Book

(c) Roll up

(d) Sheet

Targtt propertus

!Mafalipc.
c-t'orllble
Flexible,

Fig. 2: Although the sheet style (d) of electronic-paper displays is the variation that
receives the most attention, the (a) plate, (b)
book, and (c) roll-up rypes may be more
app ropriate for some applications, particula rly in the short and medium time frames.
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Compacr

Muld·fun<llontl

Thin.
Light

Applicatioru
Eloctn.ie book,

l!loctn.io HWipiJIIr
Wearable computer,
Roll-up di•play,
Portable TV

Input function ,

Paper PC,

Sound function,

rc paper,

RAdio-

Ubiquitou•terminal

communication

function

M ulti-f unctionality. Multi-functionality
will be required of paper computers or ubiquitous temlinals. Audio functi onality and/or
image input are welcomed in these applications, along with radio-communications functions, and these functions should be incorporated in com pact and/or readable electronicpaper di plays.

It may take considerable effort and time to
realize a sheet- tyle electronic-paper display
with a self-rewri ting fun cti on, but using a separate rewriting unit is reali ti c if we reall y
want to implement the sheet style as soo n as
possible. The application hould determine
the most appropriate style, and it should not
be assumed th at the sheet style will always be
the most appropriate.

Types of Electronic Paper
Electronic-paper medi a can be grouped into
two categories. The first is a self-rewriting
medium, which is also called a "paper-like
di play.'' The second medium, which i
called "rewritable paper," requires a rewriting
unit.
There are several style variations of electronic paper, each of which can be realized as
either a paper-like display or as rewri table
paper (Fig. 2). Generall y, the ·'sheet" style
[Fig. 2(d)) is the only style that ha received
serious considerati on as a candidate for electronic paper. But the sheet style is not alway
nece sary if the dominant requirement i readability.

"':::j

.....

Candidates for Electronic Paper
Display systems are generall y constructed by
combining a display medium wi th a writing
method. Many combination of writi ng methods and medium-transformation modes are
possible, and many candidate technologies for
electronic paper exist (Table 3). (The vacant
boxes in the table provide opportunities for
future research.)
As an example, researchers at Tokai
University have developed a prototype of
an electronic-paper system based on liquidcry tal technology [H. Yo hikawa era/ ..
"Digital Paper with Guest-Host-Type LiquidCrystal Medium," 1. Imaging Science and

Studies on Readability
It i not clear how we should pursue the issue
of readability. Wh y we do not like to read
book and other long documents on computer
screen remain an open question. Studie
have concentrated on rather simple measurable qualitie uch as contrast; the ex isting
body of work remains incomplete.
We ha ve recently focused on this theme
an d are now trying to deternline how to
achieve readability experimentally. We have
compared the efficiency and fat igue levels of
ubj ect perfornling reading tasks on paper
and di play . Our recent results have hown

Table 3. Combinations of Writing Method and Medium-Transformation Modes

Medium

I

IWriting metbodj-_
Writi112
methods

Technology 47, o. 4. 304-308 (2003))
(Fig. 3). The urface-charge-driven gue thost polymer-di persed liquid-crystal (PDLC)
display deliver paper-like flexibility and an
omni-directional viewing angle. A compact
ion-projection head was used to form the surface charge, and paper-like thickness wa
achieved by eparating the rewriting unit fro m
the medi um. The ion-projection head u e a
corona-di charge ion ource with man y aperture through which the ion flow passes. An
LC sheet attached to a sliding tage receive
projected ions from the linear ion source
above the tage and forms a charge pattern on
its surface. Thi urface charge provides the
LC heet with a dri ving electric field. The
al ignment of host LC molecule and gue t
dichroic dye in droplets in the sheet is contro lled by the surface charge. Image contrast
is deternlined by the alignment of the guest
dichroic dye. This arrangement allow the
user to hold many sheets of a low-co t compact medium that offers comfortable paperlike browsing but at the cost of requiring a
separate rewriting unit.

Electric

Magnetic
Light
Heat

M igration
Electrophoretic,
Toner migration

Magnetic
migration
Thermo
magnetic

Medium transformation modes
Physical
Chemical
Stntcture change
Rotation
M olecular movement
Phase change
Electrodeposition,
Twisting ball Liquid crystal
Electrochromism,
EL, OLED,
PDP, FPD
Twisting ball
Liquid crystal
Liquid crystal

Micro phase
separation

Photochromism
Leuco dye,
Thermochromism
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display ergonomics

Tokai University

F ig. 3: This elecTronic-paper sysTem, which uses ion-projecTion driving of a guesT-hosT-type
PDLC, was developed aT Tokai University.

LCD

Paper

F ig. 4: ExperimenTs were carried OUT TO measure reading speeds and faTigue levels under four
differem reading conditions.
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that there is a large difference in the measured
fatigue level for the two media, while there is
only a small difference in the measured efficiency.
We are attempting to clarify the causes of
the different fatigue levels for the two media.
A possible cause is the difference in reading
styles. "Freehand holding" i a popular way
of reading text on paper. and this reading sryle
i totally different from the fixed reading ryle
used with rigid displays on a desk.
Our recent studies of subjects using model
displays have shown that the freehand-reading
condition yields lower fatigue levels than the
fixed-reading condition [M. Omodani , "What
Is Electronic Paper: The Expectations,'" SID
Symposium DigesT34, 128- 131 (2004)].
Experiments were carried out to measure
reading peeds and fatigue levels under four
different reading conditions. The media were
bundled paper and a lightweight LCD unit.
Two different reading tyle were examined:
freehand reading (usually handheld) and fixed
reading (the medium was et on a desk).
Figure 4 how the four reading conditions .
Reading volumes were measured after 30
minutes of reading, and the fatigue levels
were indicated by the subjects just after the
reading task.
Figure 5 shows mea ured reading speeds
for the four conditions as calculated from the
reading volumes. Slight advantages were
indicated for freehand reading, particularly for
the LCD. Figure 6 shows the five fatigue
levels under the four conditions. It should be
noted that freehand reading shows lower
fatigue levels than fixed reading. The reason
for thi difference is thought to be as ociated
with eye fatigue. The subjects exhibited
smaller decrea e in focusing ability after
freehand reading than after fixed reading.
Thi re ult indicates that it may be possible
to improve display readability by simply
adopting the freehand-reading tyle. Since
freehand reading is generally performed on a
handheld display, we must improve the compactne s of display devices to realize the style
more broadly. This goal should be added to
the usual objectives of resolution, contrast,
viewing angle, eTc. Screen size i obviou ly
critical: the readability of PDAs is not really
satisfactory.
An experimental approach to investigating
display readability, as contra ted with paper,
has ju t been developed. However, it is
already clear that this approach wi ll assist in
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Reading conditions

Fig. 5: Shown are the measured reading speeds for rhe four
conditions.
finding the causes of the poor readability on
displays and in discovering how to make readable electronic paper.

Applications
Electronic paper is expected to have wide
application. especially for electronic books

Reading conditions

Fig. 6: In rh ese measuremems offarigue levels, a high score indicates
less farigue.

and newspaper . It goe without saying that
present distribution systems, which demand
the physical handling of large quantities of
bulky paper. are not efficient- especially
when considering the very high cost of paper
itself, printing, transportation. and stocking.
The rapid aging of printed information is an

additional di advantage of the paper system.
We believe the ab ence of readable displays is
one of the highe t barriers to the replacement
of the paper systems currently in use. Readable electronic paper would help put in place
more-convenient distribution systems for
books and newspapers.
We see elecu·onic paper as havi ng an essential role as a bridge between the virtual world
consisting of computers and networks and the
real world (Fig. 7). •
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Korea Mounts World-Class Display Event
The combination of Asia Display and the International Meeting on Information
Display was the largest display event ever held in Korea.

by Ken Werner

THE

24th International Di splay Research
Conference (Asia Display '04), ponsored by
the Society for Information Display (SID),
and the International Meeting on Informati on
Display (IMID ' 04), ponsored by the Korea
Information Displ ay Society (KIDS ), were
combined to create the largest display event
ever held in Korea. The conference ran from
August 23 to 26, 2004, at the Daegu Exhibition and Convention Center (EXCO) in Daegu
City, Korea (Fig. I). Final attendance for the
technical conference wa about 1700, compared
with about 1000 for lMID itself last year.
At the exhibition -organized by the Electroni c Display Industrial Research Association
of Korea (EDIRAK), the Korean Information
Display Society, and The Electronic Times 11 4 exhibiwrs from seven countries occupi ed
270 booths. Exhibits Chair W. Y. (Wayne)
Kim ai d th at some exhibitors had to be
turned away becau e of a lack of space.

rior for TV. Us ing photos and specification ,
Wayne Kim of LG .Philip LCD compared the
performance of True Wide In-Plane Switching
(TW-IPS ) technology. the latest improvement
to the company's Super IPS (S-IPS) technology, to Samsung ' s patterned vertically aligned
(PY A) technology. TW-IPS adds a "True
Wide" optical -compen ation film to S-IPS for
even le s mid-tone color hift at wide viewing

angles, which was impres ive ly demonstrated
on the show floor.
But Kim went beyond comparisons of IPS
and PV A. He identified overdri ving, liquidcrystal (LC) materials with lower rotational
vi co ity, maller cell gap, and scanning backlights as ways to improve response time.
Conventional LCDs use ample-and- hold
driving, he said, wh ich re ults in blurred mov-

Monday Workshop
The event started with a day of tutorial presentations on Monday, August 23. David
Mentley noted that the TV market demands a
display price of 1- 3 doll ars per square inch
based on CRT-set prices. There is plenty of
room for both pia rna-display-panel (PDP)
and rear-projection-TV (RPTV) sales, he aid,
but suppl y issues remain.
The afternoon session began wi th a renewal
of the running battle between LG.Philips LCD
and Sam ung Electronics concerning whi ch of
their large-screen-LCD technologies is upe-

Ken Werner is the editor of information
Di play maga::,ine; e-mail: kwerner@sid.org.
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Fig. 1: Th e combination of Asia Display and /MID, held from August 23 to 26, 2004, at the
Daegu Exhibition and Convention Center (EXCO) in Daegu City, was the largest display event
ever held in Korea.
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ing images . A shortened illuminati on time
produces an impulse-dri ving effect.
He noted that the conve nti onal definiti on of
LCD response time makes it hard to measure
motion blurring. He explained a relati vely
new measure, Movi ng-Pi cture Response
Time, whi ch is indicated by the width of th e
blurred edge of a rectangul ar image moved
across the screen, a metric that is now called
the Blurred-Edge Width . In the near future,
response time will go from 12 to 8 msec. and
gray-to-gray re ponse tim e will go from 8 to
4 msec, Kim said.
To improve contrast rati o. he suggested a
low-scattering color filter. For further
impro vement, we must control the backl ight
as well as the LCD via Dynami c Contrast
Ratio. "We need to control peak brightness,
as is done for CRTs,"' he said, and "In order to
become the display of preference, we must
innovate not only in performance but also in
process and cost."'
In "Advancement of PV A Technology for
HDTV," K. H. Kim (Samsung Electronics)
said that PV A mode has a better and more
uniform bl ack state at all viewing angles than
S-IPS. There is also a new optical-compensation film . In the new version of PV A, called
S-PVA, contrast ratio improves from 1040: I
to 1300:1.
Kim extolled the advantages of LC drop
filling and showed a flow chart comparing it
to conventional capillary filling . In drop filling, a drop of LC material is deposited on one
of the LCD plates and th e second plate is then
placed in position over it, causing the LC
material to spread throughout the display.
The new process is much simpler, he said.
AU Optronics Corp. (AUO) uses PremiumMY A (P-MV A), which is in the same famil y
of cell designs as PV A. In "Advanced Technologies for LCD TV ," C-T. Liu summarized
the specs of AUO ' s 46-in . TFf-LCD . "AUO
is the first manufacturer in Taiwan and the
second worldwide to produce a 46-in. LCDTV module with the most advanced technologies, outperforming PDPs,'· he said.
The luminance of the 46-in. module is now
600 nits and will be 800 nits in 2006 and
beyo nd. More than that is not required, Liu
thinks. The present color gamut is 75 % of the
NTSC standard area and will be 85 % from
late thi s year to beyond 2006. (Among Asian
suppliers, color gamut is most commonl y
specified as a percentage of NTSC, with the
"of NTSC" often omitted .)

Ken Werner

Fig. 2: The design of Woo Youn g's Wytech monitor with pivot-out speakers appears to have
been inspired by a Flash Gordon movie serial of the 1930s.
Liu explained the operation of P-MV A, and
said that it had a good dark state and hi gh contrast rati o. An optical -compensation film
reduces light leakage and improves the offaxis contrast ratio. P-MV A has a better color
gam ut than S-IPS , he said, but the recent
application of com pensati on film to S-IPS to
make TW-TPS may bring it back to equality
with P-MV A. But the previous superiority of
IPS is gone, he said.
Liu also said that the movi ng-picture quality is not good enough because a ''hold-type
display" induces blurring when a picture
moves fas t. He menti oned four types of backlight control to improve the situation: an
image-tracki ng backlight, a blinking-backlight
system, gray-field insertion , and super blackline insertion. The latter is an impul se-type
display using a synchronized light source.
He mentioned that AUO will use U-shaped
fluorescent lamp in the backlight unit from
Q2 "04 for power and cost savings. He also
said that one-drop fi lling takes less than
5 minutes for the entire sheet. whi le capillary
filling takes 2 days .
In addi ti on to reducing the number of mask
steps and increasing glass size. Liu noted that

cost reduction can be achi eved in either rollto-roll or ink-jet printing of the color filter,
black matrix, an d polyimide al ignment layer,
i.e., all the organic layers.
Chong H. Kim of Credit Lyonaise said that
the hi gh margins of LCD TVs are due to the
set makers, not the panel makers, and these
margins cannot last. "There' s a legion of Chine e a emblers ready to get into TV assembl y of LCD TVs and projectors at 5% margins. The assembly task is a snap and com ponents are widel y avai lable,'" he said.
He also said, ·'TVs are swallowing up
enough sq uare inches of AMLCD capacity
that they are creating a shortage of capacity
and a firming up in notebook and monitor
panels. Otherwise, there would be remarkable
oversuppl y. When Gens 6 and 7 come on
line, smaller-panel prices will drop sharpl y as
the TV moves from current Gen 5 to the new
Gen 7 plants. "

Opening Session
ln the opening session on Tuesday, Conference General ChairS. W. Lee of Samsung
noted that more th an 340 papers would be presented at Asia Di splay/IMID .
Information Display 12104
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conference report

format displays. A follow-up question was
"Do you think it will get larger?" Kim 's
re ponse was "Ye , up to 20 in. o people can
do seriou spreadsheet work. Of cour e, it is
not exactly a notebook, but there i interest."

Technical Program

Ken Werner

Fig. 3: A 30-in. QXGA + (2460 x 1600-pixe/) TFT-LCD from LG.Philips LCD used the copper
bus-line technology that won the SID/lnformation Display 2003 Display of the Year Gold
Award.
SID President Shigeo Mikoshiba observed
that the center of display manufacturing had
moved from the U.S. to Japan to Korea, making it particularly appropriate to hold a major
international conference and exhibition there.
He noted that PDPs will soon offer lifetimes
of 20,000 hours to half-luminance and that
LCD developer are working hard to mount
an effective challenge to PDPs . Miko hiba
aid that he hopes for "productive competition
that will lead to breakthroughs in both technologies."
In the ftrst keynote addre , Hirotoshi
Matsuda (NEC-Mitsubishi Electric Visual
Systems Corp.) made an appeal for enhanced
color spaces for displays, which, he said, have
more-limited color spaces than digital cameras, image scanners, and other devices. It is
feasible, he said, to incorporate Adobe RGB
into LCD monitors and pointed to the
NEC-Mitsubishi 21.3-in. UXGA AMLCD
with an LED backlight and the 22.2-in . UXGA
with a CCFL backlight that were demon trated
at the 2004 SID International Symposium.
Printers have unique color spaces, but those
space , too, are much wider than those of dis34
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plays. Printer , scanners, and cameras, he
said, are totally compatible with the Adobe
RGB color pace, and he urged the support of
Adobe RGB.
In the second keynote, Jun B. Kim, Director
of Strategic Materials and Appliances Procurement at Hewlett-Packard Mobile Computing in Houston, Texas- who tood in for
Senior V.P. and General Manager Alex
Gruzen - spoke about Hewlett-Packard and
the LCD indu try. That is a big subject
because H-P has the IT industry's biggest
materials budget and i the IT industry'
largest supply chain.
Kim aid that focu groups indicate a substantial intere tin notebook computers with
17-in. displays for commercial buyers. He
said that the commercial market for portable
devices i driven by wireless connectivity and
ecurity, while the con umer market is driven
by the desktop gaming experience, the ability
to burn movies on DVD+RW, and similar
features.
In response to a question from lnfonnation
Display, Kim aid that the focus-group
demand for 17-in. displays was for wide-

In "PDP with High Luminous Efficiency,"
Jeong Doo Xi described Sarnsung SDI' new
MARl PDP, which has an extra "M" scan
electrode. This structure results in high efficacy because it reduces ionic heating, Xi said.
The new display contain 12% xenon ga and
ha an efficacy of2.4lm!W. It produces a
peak luminance of 1200 nits and an average
white luminance of 250 nit . The panel consumes 210 W at full white and ha a 235-V
sustain voltage. The panel has 852 x 480
pixels, but Samsung SDI plans to make a
higher-resolution version.
In the Q&A, Larry Weber commented that
using the extra electrode adds capacitance that
the sustain driver must drive, thus increasing
power consumption. He asked, "Can you estimate the increa e?" A senior member of the
MARl team answered from the floor that the
increa e is less than 10% and that the total
power consumption decrea e .
In "The Moving-Picture Quality ofFPD
TV ," Jumpei akamura said that in Japan
they are preparing the Moving-Picture
Response Time as an LCD standard. He said
turning the backlight off for 25 % of the frame
time achieves moving-picture performance
similar to that of a CRT.
Y. Yoshida discussed the development of
Sharp's LC-45GD1 45-in. LCD TV, which,
he aid, had been introduced to the market
earlier in August. The unit's lifetime is specified at 60,000 hours. The TV set incorporates
adaptive control of the backlight unit, which
reduces the maximum luminance to less than
150 nits when the unit is placed in a dark
room. This allows the LC-45GD l to represent "vi ually optimal picture , even for a
low-contrast source picture under dim viewing conditions."
Fujio Okumura (SOG Re earch Laboratories, NEC Corp.) said that NEC i using lowtemperature polysilicon (L TPS) in its systemon-glass (SOG) program. Among the company's current developmental displays are a
230-ppi reflective SOG LCD and a 333-ppi
2.5-in. 2-D/3-D autostereoscopic di play.
Putting more functions on the panel would
require too much peripheral area, o they need

next-generation lithographic tool to make
things smaller.
ln a private conversation, David Mentley of
iSuppli Corp. said that there is a hortage of
indium tin oxide (ITO) because of a shortage
of indium. A possible alternative is a thin
coating of elected carbon nanotubes (C Ts),
but only for low-conductance applications so
far .
. C. van der Vaart (Philips) discussed
next-generation active-matrix polymer-LED
displays, which will be used as mobiletelephone main di play by 2005, he said.
Philips is building the world"s first full-color
polymer-OLED mass-production line. The
line should be completed by the end of 2004,
and in production by 2005 .
Larry Guzowski (Performance Di play
Sy terns) discussed using U- haped T5 hotcathode fluorescent lamps to make a highbrightness long-lifetime backlight system for
large-screen television. Controlling lamp surface temperature is a critical step in attaining
the long lifetime, he said. The backlight
de ign use fewer lamps, fewer inverters/
ballasts, and no polymer film or BEF, so it
can be considerably Jess expensive than conven tional designs, Guzowski said.
In "Carbon-Nanotube FED: Japanese
ational Project," S. Okuda (Mitsubi hi
Electronics) said the project has now started.
The primary issue is a uniform electron
ource. The secondary i sue is developing a
spacerless panel. He noted that Canon and
Toshiba have announced they will start FED
production in 2005-2006 with either Spindt
tip or surface emitters, but the e emitters are
not good enough for large-area di plays,
Okuda said.

Tuesday Evening Session and Posters
In the evening ses ion, Larry Weber continued his analysis of PDP and LCD lifetime and
performance that reaches the conclu ion that
PDP lifetime is greater than LCD lifetime,
which is the opposite of what LCD makers
have been saying fo r some time. Much of the
argu ment is pre en ted in detail in the August
issue of lnfonnation Display.
In "The FP Industry in China," Zhengmin
Sun presented extensive industry data, including the fact that PDP-TV sales in China in
2003 were 80,000. He also said that BOE's
Gen 5 TFf-LCD plant outside Beij ing will
begin production in QI '05, and that eight
companies from Taiwan and Korea are putting

Ken Werner

Fig. 4: Samsung 's 17-in. WXGA display with pixels containing six differem colored subpixels
provided more-subtle color renditions and an expanded color gamut.
module-a embly operations in China. He
said there will be three or four Gen 5 and 6
production lines by the end of 2008, as well
a glass- ubstrate lines; and five or six colorfilter lines by the end of 2010. There is a goal
to manufacture 500,000 LCoS projection
engines per year.
Homg-Show Koo surveyed the development of the TFf-LCD indu try in Taiwan.
Along the way, he mentioned that driver ICs
are now available in Taiwan for one dollar
and that the domestic suppl y chain i getting
very good. There are independent color-filter
manufacturers, including AMTC and Hotek.
The Poster Session showcased an impressive amount of varied display research from
Korean universitie . There were quite a few
cooperative activities with Russian and
Ukrainian univer ities. An intriguing, purely
Russian pre entation was "Porous Fiber Filled
by Liquid Crystal for Flexible Displays and
E-Paper Technology," by a team from the
Lomono ov Moscow State University and the
Cometa Central R&D Institute. Vladimir
Mashchenko said that the Russian team was

doing the science, and they would like to find
a technology partner.

Exhibition
Some reports said that nearly I 0,000 people
pas ed through the exhibit halls at Asia
Di play!IMID. That might be a bit high, but
many who appeared to be students and members
of the general public crowded the large LG.Philip
and Samsung booths to look at the latest in
production and prototype di plays . The
remainder of the floor space in the two exhibit
hall was devoted to manufacturing equipment,
materials, components, and other elements of
the display-manufacturing infra-structure.
Woo Young showed 1.8-7.0-in. LEDbacklight units (BLUs) and 2.5-7.0-in. CCFL
BLU . A 15-in. LED BLU used RGB LEDs
and a light-guide panel. There was a 32-in.
BLU with eight thin U-shaped lamps, and several izes of prism light-guide-panel BLUs of
monitor and notebook size were shown.
Although primarily a backlight manufacturer and molder of cabinets for electronic
products, Woo Young is also involved in the
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Fig. 5: AVACO 's cassette·transf er robot system can lift and position loaded Gen 6 casse11es
weighing 550 kg.
LCD-TV and LCD-monitor bu iness. both
under it own Wytech brand and for OEMs.
One monitor had a striking design that seemed
to be inspired by old Flash Gordon movie
serials of the 1930s (Fig. 2). There was also a
series of hang-on-the-wall picture-frame monitors. Han ol howed BLUs up to 46 in.
DSM Desotech was demonstrating its selfas embling single-layer AR coating, which
ha approximately 1% reflectivity. quite flat
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across the optical range. The material i easy
to apply, and the thermodynamics of the
chemical system gives material no choice but
to assemble in the intended way, said Chander
Chawla. There has been a great deal of interest, both at SID 2004 and in Daegu, Chawla
said. The first customer quotes were scheduled to go out in the fall.
LG.Philips LCD was showing field-sequential-color TFf-LCDs using OCB mode. A

2.2-in. QVGA OCB and a 3.5-in. VGA OCB
were both specified at a response time of
5 msec and a luminance of 200 nits, with a
color gamut of over 90% ( TSC). A 3.8-in.
HVGA (320 x 480-pixel) LCD had an ali-inone module containing gamma. TCO , de-de,
and Vcom drivers. Gate and data driver were
integrated on the panel.
A 42-in. TFf-LCD wi th 1366 x 768 pixels,
a luminance of 600 nits, and a contrast ratio of
1200:1 featured a scanning backlight for reduced
motion blur and a dynamic contrast ratio by
using a backlight modulation technique. It
worked, and moving images looked good .
A 19-in. 1280 x 1024-pixel S-IPS TFfLCD featured a color filter on the TFf plate
and a contrast ratio of 500: I. LG.Philips LCD
said that the 300-nit luminance represented a
35% improvement over a imilar display with
a conventional color filter on the opposite plate.
There wa no change from the standard TFf
device tructure, and the display was made
with conventional LCD- manufacturing equipment. The display produced vibrant still images.
A 30-in. QXGA+ (2460 x 1600-pixel)
TFf-LCD u ed the copper bus-line technology that won the SID/ Informa tion Display
2003 Display of the Year Gold Award. The
display produced beautiful images (Fig. 3).
LG .Phi lips LCD claims uniform image quality, improvement in both contrast ratio and
aperture ratio, unification of electrode methods. process implification. and cost reduction. ln a paper concerning this di play, H. C.
Choi said that use of the copper bus lines
increa ed the aperture ratio by 3-5 percentage
points, and commented that the planarization
of the copper is an important contributor to
the improved contrast ratio. The display is in
ma s production, he said.
A variety of production di plays were being
shown, with LCD-TV panels up to 55 in.
Complete LG Electronics LCD-TV sets were
on display, including 32- and 37-in. models
with 1366 x 768 pixel , a luminance of 500
nits, a contrast ratio of I 000: 1, and a response
time of 8 msec.
LG Electronics was aJ o showing Xcanvas
PDP TVs up to 71 in ., with high definition . a
luminance of 800 nits, a contrast ratio of 1200: 1.
and LG"s XD engine. This i the world's
largest rna -production PDP TV, LG says.
Crowds made it hard to get through the
Philip booth after lunch on Wednesday. The
Philips WSRF SuperSlim Cybertube+ CRT
attracted considerable attention, as did an

apparently similar tube from Samsung. The
tubes had received considerable newspaper
coverage earlier in the week. [For a description of the design of the SuperSlim Cybertube+
thin CRT. see '·A Slim CRT to Compete with
Flat Panels'' by Frits C. Gehring et al.. Information Display, 22- 24 (March-April, 2004)].
Samsung SDI's thin color picture tube was
called the VIXLIM, and a 32-in. VIXLIMbased TV in a 38-cm-deep cabinet was
impressive when compared with a standard
CRT TV in a 60-cm-deep cabinet.
Samsung' PDPs were generally looking
good, and the 80-in . HD unit continues to be
impressive. The 42-in. MARl PDP discussed
in the technical ession had 852 x 480 pixels,
a luminance of 1200 nits. a luminance efficiency of 2.4 lm/W, and a dark-room contrast
ratio of 2000: I.
On the small-di splay side, Samsung had a
2.6-in. VGA TFT-LCD with 300 ppi . It had
amorphous-silicon gate driver integrated
on the glass. and Samsung billed this the
·'world's highest pixel den ity" display using
this technology.
The 17-in. UXGA AMOLED prototype
was on di play, a it had been at Sill 2004,
and it is still beautiful. It consumes 10 W of
power with 30% of its pixels on. A goodlooking 2.2-in. QCIF ( 176 x 220-pixel)
AMOLED was also on display. It had a luminance of 150 nits. a color gamut of 68% of
NTSC, and a contrast ratio of more than
I 000: I. The power consumption was 150
m W with 30% of the pixels on.
An RGBCMY 6-subpixel TFT-LCD was
shown . The di play gave a more subtle rendition of color than an adjacent RGB unit. but
it was hard to see the difference in some
image (Fig. 4). The fact that the white point
was not the same in both display made comparison more difficult; still, the more one
looked, the more one could see the expanded
color gamut. The 17-in. WXGA display had a
color gamut 98% of TSC and a luminance of
540 nit . The RGB to RGBCMY color algorithm implements decomposition , gamu t
expansion, and luminance correction on the
tly. In the arne comer of Samsung's booth
were 14.1-. 7 .0-. and 2.4-in. polymer
AMOLEDs with a-Si TFTs.
Finally, A V ACO Co. , Ltd. , of Daegu was
exhibiting a variety of di splay-manufacturing
equipment, including an actual ca sene-transfer robot system with a huge Gen 6 cassette
that weighs 550 kg when loaded (Fig. 5). •
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guest column
cominued from page 4
OLEOs. But the manufacture of AMOLEDs
i not ea y. which is why SK Di play produced only a small number of devices for a
digital still camera and Sony did not begin
to mass-produce a 3.8-in. top-emi ion
AMOLED (for the Sony Clie PEZ-VZ 90)
until September of this year. Many AM OLEO
prototypes ranging from 2 to 40 in. have been
developed recently. mainly by A ian companies, and these prototype remind me of the
AMLCD prototypes developed in the mid1990 . Sharp. for example, developed a
40-in. tiled AMLCO in 1996. The year 2005
should ee the production of the frr t commercial AM OLEO for the main di play of mobile
telephones. The manufacturing will be done
by Korean and Japanese companies.
During the past few year . the lifetime and
quantum efficiency of OLEO have greatly
improved. Universal Display Corp. and other
companies ach ieved 100% internal quantum
efficiency in green. The lifetime of developmental small-mo lecu le OLEOs has now
reached 35,000 hours at 500 cd/m 2 in red,
20.000 hours in green at a luminance of
1000 cd/m 2• and 1000 hour at a luminance of
200 cd/m 2 in blue [seeM. Hack and J. Brown.
Information Display 20, o. 6, 12- 14 (June
2004)]. This development hould ensure that
commercial AM OLEO product for mobile
telephones are just around the corner. La t
year, Samsung SDI achieved a I 0-lm/W luminou efficiency for a 2.2-in. full-color mobiletelephone AMOLEO.
When we look back at the history of the
AMLCD, we see that Sharp first mas produced AMLCDs for notebook PC in
1990, following tremendou R&D efforts in
the industry from 1985 to 1990, but there was
keen competition between ST -LCD and
TFT-LCDs until 1998 . Following their commercial introduction. TFT-LCD took eight
years to become the king of laptop displays.
Primary displays for mobile telephones would
be the first large-volume AMOLED products,
which could lead to the growth of future
applications uch as PDA and TV displays.
The main hurdle for the AM OLEO business
is its backplane manufacturing. The TFT in
the backplane hould have unifonn performance at each pixel level , which i a demanding requirement because OLEO are current
driven. The mobility. threshold voltage. and
subthreshold slope should be very uniform. a
particularly difficult requirement for lowtemperature polycrystalline silicon (poly-Si).
40
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Poly-Si is conventionall y made by excimerlaser annealing (ELA) of amorphous ilicon
(a-Si), which re ults in some non-uniform
material structure because of grains with
irregular izes and different orientations.
Amorphous silicon. on the other hand. ha
uniform material properties and thus gives
quite uniform TFT performance. The recent
big improvement in phosphorescent-OLEO
(PH OLEO) performance make it possible to
use a-Si TFTs.
The current that can be produced by an a-Si
TFT is much lower than that of a poly-Si
TFT becau e of a-Si' low electron mobility.
However. the much higher luminous efficiency offered by PHOLEDs makes it po sible to achieve a luminance greater than 300
cdfm 2 with just a few flA of OLEO current,
which i within the capabilities of a conventional a-Si TFT. As are ult. a-Si has become
a strong competitor to LTPS in active-matrixbackplane applications.
However, the threshold voltage of an a-S i
TFT shift during operation because defects
are generated in the channel of the TFT.
which degrade the OLEO current. This is
the most important issue to be overcome in
the application of a-Si TFT to AM OLEOs.
Several approache are being explored to
overcome this problem, including the placement of a compensation circuit in the pixel
and proces modifications to make the TFT
more stable in operati on.
The manufacture of active-matri x backplanes for OLEO i quite difficult compared
to that for LCDs. LCOs are voltage driven
and the TFT is used only for switching, so we
only need specification for the on and off
currents and the threshold voltage of the TFT.
An OLEO, however, is driven by current. o
the performance of the TFT must be very
uniforn1. This requirement makes manufacturing very difficult. The success of AMOLEDs
depends on achieving uniform TFT performance over the entire display area. The circuit
that have been proposed to compensate for the
non-uniform TFT performance provide some
improvements in the non-uniformity of OLEO
currents over the display area. but cannot
compensate completely for the non-uniformity.
The success of AM OLEOs will depend on
manufacturing the active-matrix backplane
with high yield and uniformity. Some companies will try to do this with existing or
improved LTPS technology, and some others
will do it with a-Si technology.

The AM OLEO market is ex pected to be
greater than US$! 0 billion in 20 I 0. This may
the turning point at which AMOLED will
begin to have a great impact on the di play
business. The most important advantage of
OLEO technology might be its imple di play
structure, which could put AMOLEDs in a
po ition to compete with AMLCO , probably
from 20 I 0 on.
The ideal display might be an emissive
flexible display. For this, an AMO LED on a
flexible ubstrate could be a strong candidate.
Before such a display can be realized, however, there are many problems to be overcome. such as those involving the substrate,
ga barrier, thin-film encapsulation , active
matrix on flexible substrate. and interconnection with driver TCs . My students are worki ng
hard to olve these problems and realize the
dream of a flexible AM OLEO. •

] in ] ang is Director of the Advanced Display
Research Cemer (ADRC), Kyung Hee
University, Dongdaemoon-ku. Seoul 130-701,
Korea ; telephone +82-2-961-0270,fax +822-968-6924. e-mail: jjang@khu.ac.kr, URL:
http://tftlcd.khu.ac.kr.
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devices and other technologies. Cardboard
movie po ters. which today are manually
swapped out each time the slate of movies
change , will become a obsolete, as LCDs
and POPs- installed once and then reprogrammed on demand - take over their role.
And traditional outdoor movie marquees.
whose con ten ts are pain takingly changed
today, pla tic letter by plastic letter by
teenagers atop tall ladders. will give way to
LED signs.
If the future continues to how consolidation and trategic partnering in di play companie , geographical shift in manufacturing
centers. and convergence of function in display-based products. then we will all be wearing computer-communications-entertainment
hats in 2014 made by one huge Chinese company . (I do not reall y expect that to happen ,
but felt obliged to extend at least one et of
current trends to a logical though absurd consequence.)
And if the technologi sts and marketers can
finally get their communal act together. 2014

will bring the first portable computer that can
cope with outdoor ambient lighting owe can
finally u e our computers outside. How [
hope that happens well before 20 141
Ten years is a long time in terms of displ ayindustry change . and 2014 may see a number
of other things emerge. By then, conformal
displays will have carved (or curved) out a
niche. freeing designers from the tyranny of
flatnes and enabling creative di splay implementations. By then , second-generation FEDs
may have proved their mettle and shaken up
the technology mix. And certai nly by then. if
FPDs can match CRTs in both image quality
and cost. the venerable CRT. which ha served
so well for so long. will finally bite the du st. •

column, the 30th , is also his last. as David
relocates hi s office to Waltham, Mas achu se tts. and refocuse his energies. He can now
be reached by phone at 781/893-8760 and by
e-mail at davidlieberman @verizon.net. And T
will need a new excu e to exchange e-mails
with David and enjoy his wit and insight . I
am sure I will find one.
-KJW

We H'elcome your comme111s and suggestions.
You can reach me by e-mail at kwerner@
nurmegconsultants.com, fax at 203/855-9769.
or phone at 203/853-7069. The contems of
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SID Web site (h rrp:l/wwH'.sid.org).
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Going Out on a Limb

11th International Display Workshops (IDW
' 04). Contact: Niigata Visitors & Convention
Bureau, e-mail: nvcb @nvcb.or.jp.
Niigata, Japan
December 8-10, 2004

by David Lieberman
I received a letter from a reader a few weeks ago
expressing appreciation for a particular column that
looked at the state of displays ten years ago in 1994
("A Stroll Down Memory Lane," Information
Display, June 2004). The reader also expressed disappointment, however, that I did not also project my
gaze forward and discuss how things might be a decade in the future and "what
the di splay business will look like in 2014."
Quite a challenge. As a journalist, I tend to spend my mental energies trying
to understand the present (a difficult enough task), how we got to the current
state of affairs (a ponderous chore), and what the near-term movements might
be, not what might happen well down the road. Nevertheless, a reader request is
a reader request, so, unaccustomed as I am to prognostication, I will don a seer's
cape, put on a prophet's hat, borrow a crystal ball, and go out on a limb to
explore some possibilities. I will, however, take refuge in the pose of the logician, resorting to "if.. .then" statements.
If OLED makers focus their efforts on small displays in the near term , then
they will be well positioned to achieve critical mass in the next decade, and, by
2014, they will be well entrenched in a number of market segments, ready to
move on to expand their conquests. The vacuum fluorescent displays used in
radios, appliances, and elsewhere are in a vulnerable position, as are the LCDs
used in radios, cellular telephones, and handheld gaming equipment. With the
right mix of pricing and performance, OLEDs may also extend the use of displays to applications that now incorporate only idiot lights (indicators) or have
no visual-feedback medium at all.
If the makers of the various kinds of so-called e-paper displays can capture
and maintain the support of large corporate champions, either as co-developers
or customers, they will gain a modicum of success. I have not yet been convinced that there is a bright future for e-books, despite the sensible arguments
surrounding their appeal. Nevertheless, there are a number of other mid-sizeddisplay applications that would ben ~fit from the high pixel density and low
power consumption of e-paper displays.
If economic conditions improve to the point where companies serving certain
market segments are willing to make short-term investments for the sake of
long-term gains, electronic signage will become an explosive arena for flatpanel displays. By 2014, point-of-sale displays will be pervasive, and, if all the
infrastructure issues can be worked out, grocery stores, department stores, and
other retail outlets will be awash in dynamic signs. These will include small
alphanumeric shelf signs with pricing instantly changeable and consistent with
the store' s database; overhead signs identifying the products in particular sections or aisles; and promotional signs drawing shoppers' attention to particular
items and ad hoc specials.
If display prices come down (as they are expected to) and infrastructure issues
are resolved (as they will be), electronic displays will become common in such
venues as movie theaters by 2014. Reels of film will go the way of the dodo,
upstaged by cinema-quality digital projectors based on digital micromirror
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Be there at the beginn ing .
Participate in the development of
ground-brea ki ng display industry
standards w ith VESA's (Video
Electron ic Standards Association)
international team of industry
experts.

First ones to know
Join over 120 member compan ies
from around the world who
a lready benefit from advanced
knowledge of new technology
standards.
As a member, you are
invited to take part in monthly
committee and task group
meetings, or simply be the first to
access resulting techn ica l papers
and industry standards .

Display industry leaders
Current Committees

Steadfastly ded icated to
innovation and market growth,

Display Systems Standards Committee
Display Device Sta ndards Committee
Marketing Committee
Ja pan Committee
VESA Comm ittees currently have the
following Task Groups actively
working on creation a·nd revision
of standa rds:

VESA members lead through their
visionary efforts to develop and
promote open standards .

~ VESA

EDDC
EDID
Display Timing
FPDM
Mobile Display Digital Interface (MODI)
Monitor Pa nel Standards
New Analog Video Interface (NAVI)
Notebaak Panel Standards
Television Compatibi lity [TVC)
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